3rd Grade Spelling list
Practice words nightly

Unit 4: Module A
Lessons 1 – 5
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPELLING WORDS

Spell and Use Correctly in Writing

ceiling
neighbor
either
eighteen
height

neither
weight
leisure
protein
freight

receive
weigh
deceive
sleigh
conceited

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Vocabulary

Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word

Words to be assessed

jammed-full, close together (variation-jamming)
scratchy-having a rough texture, itchy (variation-scratch)
fierce-violent, powerful (variation-fierceness)
Exposure words

belong-to fit, be a member (variation-belonging)
pale-light in color (variation-paleness)
punchy-forceful
aisle-walkway between seats or rows (variation-aisles)
growly -gruff, harsh, or angry sound (variation-growl)
hush-to be quiet, stop talking
bravery-strong, having no fear; courage (variation-bravely, bravest)
dignity-conduct or speech showing respect (variation-dignities)
immigrants-foreigners who travel to a foreign country to live (variation-immigrate,
immigration)

hire-to employ to work for wages (variation-hired, hiring)
filthy-dirty, not clean (variation-filth)
fined-punishment for breaking the law, money paid as penalty (variation-fine)
fired-to dismiss, let go from a job (variation-fire)
inspected- to look closely at something (variations- inspect, inspection)

3rd Grade Spelling list
Practice words nightly

Unit 4: Module A
Lessons 6-10
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPELLING WORDS
Spell and Use Correctly in Writing

rocky
foolish
rainy
childhood
selfish

treatment
movement
neighborhood
childish
parenthood

crunchy
bumpy
payment
sleepy
shipment

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Vocabulary

Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word

Words to be assessed

filthy- dirty; unclean
inspected- checked; examined
proposes-give a suggestion or idea (variation-proposal)
Exposure words
imagined-having used creative thinking (variation-imagination)
union-organized group of workers; united (variation-unionized)
punished-given a penalty or harsh treatment (variation-punishable)
pickets-organized march in order to protest (variation-picketing)
arrest-taken in to police custody (variation-arrested)
speech-a formal talk giving information ((variation-speeches)
meeting-a group of people who assemble together (variation-meet)
patience-ability to wait (variation-patiently)
revolt-fight against a power (variation-revolted
bravest-strongest, having no fear (variation-bravely)
industry-any general business activity (variation-industrial)
abuses-cruel acts and conditions (variation-abusing, abusive)
affluent-wealthy, having money (variation-affluence)
publicize-to give notice to the public (variation-publicity)
negotiate-an agreement or compromise (variation-negotiation)
hazardous-dangerous, having risk (variation-hazard)
immigrants-foreigners who travel to a foreign country to live (variation-immigrate, immigration)
jammed- full, close together (variation-jamming)
growly- gruff, harsh, or angry sound (variation-growl)
hire-to employ to work for wages (variation-hired, hiring)

3rd Grade Spelling list
Practice words nightly

Unit 4: Module A
Lessons 11-15

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPELLING WORDS
Spell and Use Correctly in Writing

few
school
true
goose
fruit

cookie
cushion
noodle
bookmark
balloon

suit
chew
glue
Tuesday
bushel

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Vocabulary

Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word

Words to be assessed
cramped-tight crowded and uncomfortable (variation-cramp)
chaos-disorder and confusion (variation-chaotic, chaotically)
stationary-unmoving, still (variation-station)
Exposure words
freedom- the state of being free
sly- to be sneaky
resolve-to come to a definite decision (variation-resolve)
clamber-to climb with effort or difficulty (variation-clambered)
spry-active and agile
absent-missing (variation-absence)
loyal-showing faithfulness to someone (variation-loyalty)
dare-to have courage or boldness to try something (variation-dared)
race-a contest of speed (variation-raced)
justice-the quality of being right (variation-just)
opportunity-a situation or condition favorable to attain a goal
Titanic-huge ship that hit an iceberg in the Atlantic Ocean (variation-Titan)
voyage-trip or journey (variation-voyager)
decks-the floor of a ship (variation-sundeck, deck)
longingly-desire and want (variation-long, longing)
abandon-to leave alone (variation-abandoned, abandonment)
panic-fear, terror (variation-panicked, panicking)
future-time to come ahead plants attached at the root (variation-futuristic)
rooted- plants attached at the root base (variation-root, rootless)

3rd Grade Spelling list
Practice words nightly

Unit 4: Module A
Lessons 16-18

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SPELLING WORDS
Spell and Use Correctly in Writing

above
another
upon
animal
paper

open
family
travel
afraid
nickel

sugar
circus
item
gallon
melon

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Vocabulary

Be able to understand the meaning of the word in text and other variations of the word.

Words to be assessed

cramped-tight crowded and uncomfortable (variation-cramp)
chaos-disorder and confusion (variation-chaotic, chaotically)
stationary-unmoving, still (variation-station)

Exposure words
imagined- having used creative thinking (variation-imagination)
patience- ability to wait (variation-patiently)
hazardous- dangerous, having risk (variation-hazard)
decks- the floor of a ship (variation-sundeck, deck)
longingly- desire and want (variation-long, longing)
abandon- to leave alone (variation-abandoned, abandonment)
fierce- violent, powerful (variation-fierceness)
punchy-forceful
bravest- strongest, having no fear (variation-bravely)
burrows-to put into a burrow (variation-burrow)
release-to free from confinement (variation-releasing)
beams-to emit beams of light
harbor-a part of a body of water along the shore for anchoring ships
plunked- to have dropped heavily or suddenly

